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We report on the dissipative soliton (DS) trapping in a fiber ring laser mode locked with a semiconductor saturable
absorber mirror and operated in normal dispersion regime. It was shown that despite the fact that a DS is strongly
frequency chirped, two DSs formed along the two orthogonal polarization directions of a birefringent cavity fiber
laser can incoherently couple and travel with the same group velocity in the laser. Numerical simulations have well
confirmed the experimental observations. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.5530, 190.5530.

Recently, dissipative soliton (DS) formation and dy-
namics in passively mode-locked fiber lasers were inten-
sively studied [1–5]. It has been shown that optical
solitons can even be formed in normal dispersion fiber
lasers [2]. However, different from the solitons formed
in fiber lasers with anomalous dispersion, where the so-
liton formation can be well described by the nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLSE), the soliton formation in
the normal dispersion fiber lasers are governed by the
Ginzburg–Landau equation (GLE). Solitons whose dy-
namics are governed by the GLE are also known as
DSs [1]. Obviously, a DS could have much richer dy-
namics than an NLSE soliton. Indeed, theoretical studies
on DSs have revealed a number of unique features, such
as pulsating DSs [3], DS resonance [4], and flattop DSs
[3,5]. A majority of the theoretical predictions on DSs
have been experimentally confirmed [6–8].
When birefringence of a fiber cavity is considered,

vector DSs can also be formed in a fiber laser. We have
shown experimentally that either the polarization-
rotating or polarization-locked vector DSs could be
formed in a mode-locked fiber laser, provided that no po-
larization-sensitive components are present in the cavity
and that the net cavity birefringence is small [9].
Although so far there have been no detailed theoretical
studies on vector DSs (to our knowledge), the formation
of vector DSs in a fiber laser could be well understood
based on the formation of vector NLSE solitons in line-
arly birefringent fibers [10–12].
The vector DSs reported in [9] were formed under co-

herent coupling between the two orthogonal polarized
DSs, where the phase-sensitive wave mixing between
the DSs also played a role. In this Letter we further de-
monstrate that under incoherent coupling, namely, in the
case where the central wavelengths of the DSs are ob-
viously different, trapping of DSs could also occur, de-
spite the fact that a DS is strongly frequency chirped.
In addition, we demonstrate experimentally that, in a
large birefringence cavity fiber laser, DSs linearly polar-
ized along either of the two principal cavity polarization
directions are always formed. Moreover, DSs along
different polarizations have different group velocities.
Numerical simulations have well confirmed the experi-
mental observations.

We note that trapping of the NLSE solitons in fibers
and a fiber laser was reported previously [13,14]. How-
ever, an NLSE soliton is different from a DS not only be-
cause it has completely different formation mechanism
but also because it has distinct soliton properties. While
the NLSE solitons formed in a fiber laser have near-trans-
form-limited pulse width, the DSs formed in the normal
cavity dispersion regime have large frequency chirp and
characteristically steep spectral edges [2]. Whether
strongly chirped solitons could trap each other is so far
unaddressed. We used a fiber laser, as shown in Fig. 1, for
the experiment. The laser has a ring cavity configuration.
An 2:7 m EDF (OFS EDF80) was used as the gain med-
ium. The group-velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter of
the EDF is about −32 ðps=nmÞ=km. The WDM and the
10% output coupler are made of a DCF with a GVD para-
meter of about −4 ðps=nmÞ=km. A fiber-coupled SESAM
was used to initialize the mode locking of the laser. To
force the unidirectional operation of the ring cavity
and simultaneously include the SESAM in the cavity, a
three-port polarization-independent circulator was used.
The circulator is made of standard single-mode fibers
(SMFs) with a GVD parameter of about −16 ðps=nmÞ=km.
A fiber-based PC was placed between the outgoing
branch of the circulator and the output coupler to control
the net cavity birefringence. The cavity has a length of
about 12:5 m and a total dispersion of about 0:038 ps2,
which facilitates the DS formation in the laser. The laser
was pumped by a 1480 nm Raman fiber laser with a maxi-
mum output of 230 mW, and the backward pump config-
uration was adopted to possibly avoid the influence of
the residual pump power. The SESAM has a saturable

Fig. 1. Schematic of the fiber laser. WDM, wavelength division
multiplexer; EDF, erbium-doped fiber; PC, polarization control-
ler; DCF, dispersion-compensated fiber; SESAM, semiconduc-
tor saturable absorber mirror; PBS, polarization beam splitter.
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absorption of about 8% and a fast recovery time of 2 ps.
To study the features of the pulses along either polariza-
tion axis, a fiber pigtailed PBS was connected to the out-
put coupler. The incoming branch of the PBS is made of a
standard SMF, and its two outgoing branches are made of
polarization-maintaining fibers. To avoid influence of the
fiber birefringence introduced by the SMF segments be-
tween the output coupler and the measurement devices,
a fiber-based PC was inserted in between to compen-
sate the extra fiber birefringence. Two 2 GHz photo-
detectors (Thorlab DET01CFC) and a 350 MHz oscillo-
scope (Agilent 54641 A) were used to monitor the output
pulse trains.
Polarization-rotating and polarization-locked vector

DSs were easily obtained in the laser [9]. The formation
of the vector DSs could be attributed as a result of the
coherent coupling between the two orthogonal polariza-
tion components. In addition, in our experiments we
further observed another state of the laser operation,
as illustrated in Media 1. Figure 2(a) shows a sequence
of the single-triggered snapshot of Media 1 (the big arrow
indicates the evolution in time). The pulse train was mea-
sured before the PBS. Figure 2(a) shows that there are
two pulses in the cavity. One pulse is stable, and the other
moves at a fixed velocity. Media 2 shows the pulse trains
measured after the PBS. The two pulse trains were simul-
taneously displayed on the oscilloscope. Only one pulse
could be observed in the cavity along each of the polar-
ization axes. Triggered by either channel of the oscillo-
scope, the trigger channel always displayed a stable
pulse train, while the other channel displayed a stably
moving pulse train. We have changed the trigger channel
at every ~6 s in Media 2. The experimental result clearly
shows that the two pulses in the laser are orthogonally
polarized, and each pulse is stable; however, the pulses
have different group velocities. We had also experimen-
tally checked with a high-speed oscilloscope (50 GHz)
and a commercial autocorrelator (scan range >50 ps)
and confirmed that there is only one pulse in the cavity
along either of the two cavity principal polarizations. The
widths of the pulses are 21:6 ps and 19:0 ps, respectively.
Note that the fuzzy trace of the moving pulse is caused by
the retention of the oscilloscope trace. To exclude the
influence of the oscilloscope sweep, experimentally we
inserted a segment of ∼50 m DCF between the SESAM
and the circulator. Clearer relative movement between
the DSs along different polarization axes is shown in

Media 3 and Media 4. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show, respec-
tively, the snapshots of Media 3 and Media 4, where the
trigger channel was changed every ~10 s.

Figure 2(d) shows the optical spectrum of the pulses
before the PBS and after the PBS, corresponding to the
state of Media 1 and Media 2. The optical spectra show
clearly the characteristics of the DSs [2]. We considered
the center of the two steep spectral edges as the central
wavelength of the DSs. Obviously, the central wavelength
of the DSs along each of the polarization axes is different,
which explains why the DSs have different group veloci-
ties. Note that the small spikes on the bottom of the spec-
tra were an artifact formed owing to the mismatching
between the OSA sweep time and the regular interleaving
actions of the orthogonally polarized DSs.

Experimentally, the speed of the moving pulse could
be changed through a slight change in the orientation of
any paddles of the intracavity PC. Associated with the
cavity birefringence change, pulse parameters such as
pulse energy also change. When the paddle of the intra-
cavity PC was so rotated that the moving pulse slowed
down, and simultaneously the pump power was reduced,
another state as shown in Fig. 3 could also be obtained.
Figure 3(a) shows the optical spectrum of the pulses be-
fore and after the PBS. It is obvious that the central wave-
length and the pulse energy of the DSs along the two
orthogonal polarization axes are different. However,
the simultaneously measured oscilloscope traces shown
in Fig. 3(b) shows that the two orthogonally polarized
DSs travel together as a unit in the cavity. In another
words, they form a group-velocity-locked vector soliton.

To verify the experimental observations, we also nu-
merically simulated the laser operation based on the
coupled GLEs and the pulse tracing technique, as de-
scribed in [15]. We used parameters that exactly match
our laser. The cavity length is L ¼ 2:5SMF þ 1:5DCF þ
Outputþ 1:5DCF þ 2:7EDF þ 2:0DCF þ 2:3SMF þ SESAM ¼
12:5 m. The following parameters are used: γ ¼
3 W−1km−1, G ¼ 110 km−1, Ωg ¼ 8 nm, Psat ¼ 300 pJ,
k″SMF ¼ −20:4 ps2=km, k″EDF ¼ 40:9 ps2=km, k″DCF ¼
5:1 ps2=km, k‴ ¼ −0:13 ps3=km, Esat ¼ 32 pJ, l0 ¼ 0:10,
and T rec ¼ 2 ps. Media 5 (Lb ¼ 0:16 m) and Media 6
(Lb ¼ 1 m) show the simulation results obtained under
different net cavity birefringence but the same other laser
parameters. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the selected
snapshot of Media 5 and Media 6, respectively. Numeri-
cally it was found that when the cavity birefringence was
selected as Lb ¼ 0:16 m, a similar state to the experimen-
tal observation of Media 2 was obtained, where two DSs
have orthogonal polarization along either of the two
orthogonal polarization axes and have different group
velocities, as shown in Media 5. Media 5 also clearly ex-
hibits the pulse energy interchange between the two

Fig. 2. (Color online) Oscilloscope traces of the laser emis-
sion: (a) snapshots of the pulse train before the PBS (short cav-
ity: Media 1: 567 KB, before the PBS; Media 2: 1744 KB, after the
PBS), (b) long cavity before the PBS (Media 3: 1574 KB), (c)
long cavity after the PBS (Media 4: 2971 KB), (d) optical spec-
trum corresponding to Media 1 and Media 2.

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Optical spectrum and (b) oscillo-
scope traces of pulse train of vector DSs.
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orthogonally polarized DSs due to the gain competition
between the two DSs along the different polarization
axes, which partially explains why there is pulse intensity
jitter on the experimental observation. When the cavity
birefringence was changed to Lb ¼ 1 m and beginning
from the state of Media 5, a group-velocity-locked vector
DS was obtained, where both of the polarization compo-
nents of the vector soliton are stable and have the same
group velocity, as shown in Media 6. Figure 4(c) shows
the optical spectrum corresponding to the trapped DSs in
Media 6, which clearly suggests that the vector DS is gen-
erated owing to the incoherent coupling. Under the con-
dition that all the other parameters were fixed but only
the beat length of the cavity was changed, numerically
we found that vector DSs could always be obtained if the
beat length of the cavity is larger than 0:2 m, whereas
when the beat length of the cavity is smaller than
0:2 m, only the orthogonally polarized DSs with different
group velocities or linearly polarized vector soliton could
be obtained in our laser.
We also numerically simulated the laser operation by

changing the beat length to Lb ¼ 100 m. Consequently,
it was observed that the two polarization components
of the generated vector soliton have the same central
wavelength. Both of our experimental and numerical stu-
dies have shown that the net cavity birefringence has
played a crucial role on the coupling of the two polariza-
tion components and the property of the formed stable
DSs.When the cavity birefringence isweak, coherent cou-
pling between the polarization components occurs; con-
sequently either the polarization-rotating or polarization-
lockedvectorDSs couldbe formed.At relatively large cav-
ity birefringence, the formed DSs along each of the cavity
principal polarization directions have large central wave-
length difference, incoherent coupling between them oc-
curs, and eventually the group-velocity-locked vector DS
is formed; whereas when the cavity birefringence is too

large, no group velocity locking is possible, and DSs along
different polarization axes propagate independently.

In conclusion, despite the fact that a DS is strongly
chirped, trapping of DSs was experimentally demon-
strated in fiber lasers operated in the normal dispersion
regime. Our experimental result shows that soliton trap-
ping is a generic feature of coupled solitary waves. In ad-
dition, our experimental results also show that the
coupling between the two polarization components of
a vector soliton in a fiber laser is determined by the
net cavity birefringence. Therefore, through simply chan-
ging the net cavity birefringence, either the coherently or
the incoherently coupled vector solitons could be ob-
tained in a fiber laser. Numerical simulations have also
well confirmed the experimental observations.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Numerically simulated DS emission of
the laser: (a) Lb ¼ 0:16 m (strong birefringence case, Media 5:
566 KB), (b) Lb ¼ 1 m (moderate birefringence case, Media 6:
961 KB), (c) optical spectrum of vector DSs.
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